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ON PERFECT MEASURES

i
G. KOUMOULLIS

Abstract. Let fibea nonzero positive perfect measure on a o-algebra of subsets of

a set X. It is proved that if [A¡: i e /} is a partition of X with p*(A¡) = 0 for all

i & I and the cardinal of / non-(Ulam-) measurable, then there is J c / such that

U ,<=y A¡ is not ¿i-measurable, generalizing a theorem of Solovay about the

Lebesgue measure. This result is used for the study of perfect measures on

topological spaces. It is proved that every perfect Borel measure on a metric space

is tight if and only if the cardinal of the space is nonmeasurable. The same result is

extended to some nonmetric spaces and the relation between perfectness and other

smoothness properties of measures on topological spaces is investigated.

As many problems of measure theory cannot be solved in general measure

spaces, several authors introduced smaller classes of measure spaces ([13], [23] and

[24]) so that certain irregularities could be avoided. This paper2 is devoted to the

class of perfect measures which is wide enough to contain the class of tight (or

Radon) measures on topological spaces and have certain stability properties.

Special emphasis is laid on perfect measures on topological spaces.

Notation and preliminary results are given in § 1. The main result of §2 is the first

result mentioned in the abstract and it has many applications in the following three

sections. In §3 we study perfect measures on metric spaces and prove that every

perfect measure is tight if and only if the cardinal of the metric space is nonmea-

surable.

In §4 we examine the relation between perfect and r-additive Borel measures on

topological spaces and extend the results of §3 to some nonmetric spaces. §5 is

concerned with the comparison of the space Mp of perfect measures on a com-

pletely regular space with the spaces Ma, MT and M, of Varadarajan [28]. Examin-

ing the spaces for which Mp c MT we obtain an extension of Katetov's theorem on

paracompact spaces [7]. Extensions are also given to some results of Sazonov [24],

Solovay, and Prikry [21].

1. Preliminaries and notations. Let (A", &) he a measurable space (i.e. & is a

a-algebra of subsets of X). A (a-additive finite signed) measure p defined on 6£ is
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perfect if for every & -measurable function /: X —> R there is a Borel set B of R such

that Zi c /(A') and | iz|(/~ l(B)) = | jul(A'), where | u| is the total variation of p.

For each A G X, let A n â = {A n B: B G &}. If A G & and p is a measure

on 6E, then the measure p\A is the restriction of u to the a-algebra A n (Î of subsets

of /I and /j,^ is defined on & by ^(Z?) = p(A n Zi). If (Y, <$) is another measura-

ble space and /^-»fa measurable function, then for every measure p on & its

image under/is the measure f*(p) defined on <3J by/„(p)(B) = p(f~x(B)). If ^ is

any subset of X and ¡u is a measure defined on a a-algebra containing A n & the

image of p to A1 is the measure i+(p), where /: A -h> X is the inclusion function.

The basic properties of perfect measures are given in the following proposition

(cf. Sazonov [24, 1.6]).

1.1. Proposition. Let (X, &, p) be a positive perfect measure space. Then,

(i) the completion of p is perfect;

(ii) for every A G &, pA and p\A are perfect measures;

(iii) for every measurable function f from X into a measurable space (Y, %), the

measure /„( p) is perfect.

Let (X, &, p) he a positive measure space. Iff is a ju-measurable function from X

into a measurable space (Y, <3J) (i.e. f~x(B) is u-measurable for every B G %),

then /„,( p) means the image of the completion of ¡u. under /. It follows from the

preceding proposition ((i) and (iii)) that f+( p) is perfect whenever p is perfect. By

p* we denote the Carathéodory outer measure (defined on all subsets of X). The

measure p is continuous if p*({x}) = 0 for all x G X and nonatomic if p has no

atoms (an atom of ju. is an A G & such that p(A) > 0 and p(B) = 0 or p(A) for all

measurable sets B c A). Clearly every nonatomic measure is continuous. If p(X)

= 1, ft is a probability measure.

1.2. Proposition. If p is a nonatomic probability measure, then p assumes all

values on the unit interval [0, 1].

A proof of this proposition is found in [2, p. 26] where we observe that the axiom

of choice is used only for countable families. Except for Corollary 2.7, where this

remark will be used, we shall assume the full axiom of choice.

A (nonzero) measure is 2-valued if its range is {0, 1}. A cardinal m is (Ulam-)

measurable if there is a continuous 2-valued measure defined on all subsets of m.

Otherwise m is non-(Ulam-) measurable. We refer to [6], [26], [27] for results about

measurable cardinals.

The cardinal of a set A will be denoted by \A | and the cardinal of the continuum

by c.

We now present some basic facts from the theory of measures on topological

spaces. Let X be any topological space. A zero set Z of X is a set of the form

Z = /" '({0}), where/: X —> R is continuous. A cozero set of A' is a complement of

a zero set of X. The a-algebra % (X) (resp. <S0(Ar)) generated by the zero (resp.

closed) sets of X is the family of Baire (resp. Borel) sets of X. A Baire (resp. Borel)

measure on A' is a measure defined on the a-algebra of Baire (resp. Borel) sets of X.
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If A" is a metric space, then any closed set is a zero set and consequently

® (X) = %(X). In general % (X) c %(X).

A Borel measure p on a topological space X is regular if for every A G %0(X),

\p\(A) = sup{|ju|(F): F closed, F G A).

If every closed set of A1 is a Gs, then every Borel measure on X is regular. Baire

measures are necessarily regular (with respect to the zero sets).

The support of a Baire (resp. Borel) measure p on X is the intersection of all zero

(resp. closed) sets Z with | p\(Z) — | p\(X). ,

A net {Za}a(EA of subsets of X is said to decrease to the set Z and it is denoted

by Za \ Z, if Za d Zß whenever ß > a, and C\aeA Za = Z. An analogous sense is

given to the notation Za f Z. A Baire measure ju on X is

(i) T-additive, if whenever a net {Za}ae/) of zero sets decreases to the empty set,

M(ZJ^0,and
(ii) í/gAí (or Radon), if for every e > 0 there is a compact set K c A' such that

\p\*(K)>\p\(X)- e.
T-additive Borel measures are defined by replacing zero sets by closed sets, while

the definition of tight Borel measure is the same, except that p is assumed to be

regular. Every tight measure is T-additive.

A (completely) regular space will be assumed to be Hausdorff. The following two

results are proved in Kirk [10] (see also Knowles [11]) and Sazonov [24, Theorems 2

and 10] respectively.

1.3. Theorem. Every T-additive (resp. tight) Baire measure on a completely regular

space has a unique extension to a regular r-additive (resp. tight) Borel measure.

1.4. Theorem. Every tight Baire or Borel measure is perfect.

In §5 we will use Ma(X) to denote the linear space of all (a-additive) Baire

measures on X and Mp(X), MT(X) and M,(X) to denote the subspaces of perfect,

T-additive and tight Baire measures on X. The subsets of positive measures in these

spaces are Ma+(X), Mp+(X), MT+(X) and M,+(X). We have

o  M"(x)
M,(X) G     M0(X)

c mx)

In §§2-4 we will consider only positive measures. One reason is that perfect,

r-additive, tight and regular measures are defined using the total variation measure.

2. Perfect measures. We use X to denote the Lebesgue measure on Borel sets of

[0, 1].

2.1. Theorem. If (X, &, p) is a probability nonatomic measure space, then there is

a measurable function f from X into [0, 1] such that f+(p) = X. If moreover p is

perfect, f can be chosen onto.

We will use the following.
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2.2. Lemma. Let C be a compact subset of [0, 1] and p a probability continuous

measure on C. Then there is an increasing continuous function h from C onto [0, 1 ]

such that h^(p) = X.

Proof. Let p. be the image of p to [0, 1]. We define /: [0, l]->[0, 1] by

f(x) = p([0, x]). Then / is continuous (since p is continuous) and increasing.

Moreover,/(0) = 0 and/(l) = 1, so fis onto. Let h he the restriction of /to C. If

x G [0, 1]\ Cthen

min(|x — y\ :y G Cj =\x — x0\

for some x0 G C and it is immediate that f(x) = f(x0) = h(x0). Therefore, h is

onto. It is easy to see that ht( p)([0, a]) = o for all a G [0, 1], hence /i„( p) = X.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since p is nonatomic, for every n G N we can find a

finite partition Gn of X so that Gn G â and p(A) < l/n for all A G G„ (Proposi-

tion 1.2). The family G = U „ Q„ is countable, so let G = {AX,A2, . . . }. We

define g from X into the Cantor set C «■ {0, 1}N by

Then, g"'($(C)) = o(Q) (the a-algebra generated by G) and it is easy to see that

the measure v = g+(p) is continuous on C. By Lemma 2.2, there is h: C—>[0, 1]

continuous such that ht(v) = X. Then the function/ = h ° g is as desired.

If p is perfect, then v is supported by the union of a pairwise disjoint (possibly

finite) sequence {CA of compact sets contained in g(A"). By Lemma 2.2, there are

continuous functions hn from C„ onto [0, 1] such that (hn)^(v\c) = v(C„) ■ X. We

define A: C^[0, 1] by

Í hn(x),    if x G Cn,
h(x) = {

\a if*« u„c.
Then the function/ = h ° g is onto and/,/ p) = X.

Remark. Let (X, &, p) he a measure space. A sub-a-algebra ® of & is called

(i) p-equivalent to ci1, if for every A G & there is B G <$> such that p(A A B) =

0, and

(ii) separable, if it is generated by countably many sets.

The measure p is called separable, if there is a separable sub-a-algebra /¿-equiva-

lent to â.

The following theorem is due to Zink [29]:

"If ju, is a separable probability measure, then there is a measurable function /:

A^[0, 1] such that/"'('S ([0, 1])) is u-equivalent to & and/„(/t) = X."

This result is an extension of a classical theorem of Halmos and von Neumann

(or Carathéodory) (see [5, p. 173]). Zink's proof is based on this theorem. A simpler

direct proof follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1: The proof of 2.1 remains

unchanged if G is enlarged by countably many elements of é£ and especially, since

p is separable, by those elements generating a sub-a-algebra % ju-equivalent to â.

Then, f~x(%([0, 1])) is ju-equivalent to &, since g-1(®(C)) = a(G) D % and

h~xC$>([0, 1])) is g+(ii)-equivalent to ®(C) because h of Lemma 2.2 is increasing

and g„( ju) continuous.
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The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 characterizes nonatomic measures. Also,

/~'(írj([0, 1])) is a separable sub-a-algebra on which p remains nonatomic. So we

have the following.

2.3. Corollary. Let (X, &, p) be a measure space. The following are equivalent:

(i) p is a nonatomic measure;

(ii) there is a measurable function f: X -* [0, 1] such that /,( p) = p(X) • X;

(iii) there is a separable sub-o-algebra % of & such that the restriction of p to % is

a nonatomic measure.

2.4. Corollary. Let (X, &, p) be a perfect nonatomic measure space. Then,

(i) every A G & with p(A) > 0 has a partition {At: i G I) of nonempty measurable

sets such that p(Aj) = Ofor all i G I and \I\ = c;

(ii) every A G & with p(A) > 0 contains a measurable set B such that p(B) = 0

and \B\ > c.

Proof. We can assume that A = X (Proposition 1.1) and p(X) = 1. By Theorem

2.1 there is a measurable function/ from X onto [0, 1] such that ft(p) = X. Then

{/~l({*})= x G [0, 1]} is a partition of X as in (i). If C c [0, 1] is the Cantor set,

let B = f~x(C). Then \B\ > \C\ = c and p(B) = X(C) = 0 which proves (ii).

Part (i) of the above corollary with A¡ not necessarily nonempty is of course valid

for every nonatomic measure. Part (ii) has been proved by Marczewski [13, 7(iii)]

for the smaller class of compact measures.

2.5. Theorem. Let (X, &, p) be a perfect measure space, p ¥^0, and {A¡: i G I) a

partition of X such that p*(A¡) = Ofor all i G I and \I\ nonmeasurable cardinal. Then

there is J G I such that U ,Gy A¡ is not p-measurable.

Proof. Define f:X—*I such that f\A = i (if A¡ ¥= 0). Consider on Z the

a-algebra of all subsets and suppose that the result is not valid. Then / is

ju-measurable and the measure v = ft(p) defined on all subsets of I is perfect

(Proposition 1.1) nonzero and continuous. Moreover, v is nonatomic. Indeed, if A

were an atom of v, then (I/v(Aj) ■ vA would be a continuous 2-valued measure

defined on all subsets of I, contrary to the assumption that \I\ is nonmeasurable.

By Corollary 2.3 there is a function g: Z—>[0, 1] such that g+(v) — v(X) ■ X.

Since v is defined on all subsets of I, X can be extended to a measure X on all

subsets of [0, 1] which is also perfect (Proposition 1.1 (iii)). As there are non-

Lebesgue-measurable subsets of [0, 1], X is not the completion of the Lebesgue

measure, so we can find A c [0, 1] such that

X(A) > sup{A(B): B Borel, B c A).

If we consider the inclusion function h: A —> R, it follows .mmediately that A|^4 is

not perfect, contrary to Proposition 1.1 (ii).

2.6. Corollary. A cardinal m is nonmeasurable if and only if every perfect

continuous measure defined on all subsets of m is identically zero.

Proof. If m is measurable then the 2-valued continuous measure defined on all

subsets of m (by the definition of measurable cardinals) is nonzero and perfect. The

converse follows from Theorem 2.5.
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2.7. Corollary. Using the axiom of choice only for countable families, the

following are equivalent:

(i) There is a non-Lebesgue-measurable subset of[0, 1];

(ii) every perfect continuous measure defined on all subsets of any set of nonmea-

surable cardinal is identically zero;

(iii) every perfect continuous measure defined on all subsets of any set of cardinal at

most c is identically zero.

Proof, (i) => (ii) follows from Corollary 2.6. The existence of a non-Lebesgue-

measurable set was used in the proof of Theorem 2.5, and the axiom of choice for

countable families is needed to apply Proposition 1.2 in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

(ii) => (iii) is obvious.

(iii) => (i). Suppose that every subset of [0, 1] is Lebesgue measurable. Then the

completion À of the Lebesgue measure A is a nonzero, perfect (Proposition 1.1 (i))

continuous measure defined on all subsets of [0, 1], which contradicts (hi).

Remarks. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.5 is that if (X, &, p) is a

nonzero perfect measure space and either p is continuous and lA^I nonmeasurable

or p is nonatomic, then there is a non-/x-measurable set. Indeed, in any case we can

find a partition of X as in the statement of Theorem 2.5 (cf. also Corollary 2.4(i)).

Theorem 2.5 generalizes the following theorem due to Solovay about the Le-

besgue measure À on [0, 1].

2.8. Theorem. If {A¡: i G 1} is a partition of [0, 1] such that X*(A¡) = 0 for all

i G I, then there is J G I such that Uíey A¡ is not Lebesgue measurable.

From Prikry [21] we were informed that Solovay's proof employed some fairly

sophisticated facts about real-valued measurability and that Bukovsky gave

another metamathematical proof of this theorem (using Boolean-valued models). A

relatively simple proof using Fubini's theorem is given by Prikry in [21]. It should

be observed that essentially the same Prikry's proof can be used to show that the

above theorem is valid for some nonperfect measures (measures on separable and

separated a-algebras; a a-algebra & of A- is separated if for every x,y G X, x =£y,

there is A G & such that x G A and y £ A ).

A cardinal m is of measure zero if every continuous measure defined on all

subsets of m is identically zero. Clearly every cardinal of measure zero is nonmea-

surable. Under the continuum hypothesis (c = N,), the converse is also true (Ulam

[27]). Therefore Theorems 2.5 and 2.8 become trivial if we assume that \I\ is of

measure zero or use the continuum hypothesis. But it should be noted that, without

any set theoretical assumption, it has not yet been proved that c is of measure zero.

Also, while the cardinal of the continuum is encountered frequently, measurable

cardinals do not appear in most mathematical work.

Sazonov in [24, Lemma 4] proves that there does not exist a nonzero perfect

continuous measure defined on all subsets of [0, 1]. It is this result that led us to

characterize cardinals with this property in Corollary 2.6.

It is known [25] that (i) of Corollary 2.7 cannot be proved using the axiom of

choice only for countable families. Thus, the same is true for (ii) and (iii).
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3. Perfect measures on metric spaces. In this section we examine perfect measures

defined on the Borel (= Baire) sets of a metric space. For our main Theorem 3.2,

which is an application of Theorem 2.5, the following result of Sazonov [24] is also

needed.

3.1. Proposition. Every perfect Borel measure on a separable metric space is tight.

3.2. Theorem. Let X be a metric space and p a Borel measure on X. Then, p is a

tight measure if and only if p is perfect and there is a subset R of X of nonmeasurable

cardinal such that p*(R) = p(X).

Proof. If p is tight, then p is perfect (Theorem 1.4) and p(X) = p(C) for some

a-compact set C which has cardinal at most c.

Conversely, suppose that p is perfect and p*(R) = p(X) for some set R of

nonmeasurable cardinal. The support S of p is separable since it satisfies the

countable chain condition and, by Proposition 3.1, it suffices to show that p(S) =

p(X).
Let % = {G G X: G open, p(G) = 0, G n R ¥= 0). By Stone's theorem there is

a a-discrete refinement °V = \JT-\%> each % discrete, UT = U Gll. Since

p*(R) = p(X), we have p(\J %) = p(X \ S) and it suffices to show that u(U 9l)

= 0. If p((J %) > 0, then for some n GN,p(\J \) > 0. Fix such an n.

The measure it|uiV- is perfect, nonzero, each member of % is open of measure

zero and ¡'YJ is nonmeasurable (since \R\ is nonmeasurable). Hence, by Theorem

2.5, there is % c % such that U 6Zlf is not u>measurable. This is a contradiction

since U ^ is open.

Note. The use of Stone's theorem in the above proof can be avoided if we appeal

to the following more elementary but less known result of Montgomery (cf. [16,

Lemma 2]): Let {Ga: a G A} be a family of open subsets of a metric space, where

A is a well ordered set, and

Ha = Ga\(jGß,        a G A.
ß<a

Then for every E c A, the set UoEi Ha is an Fa.

3.3. Corollary. A metric space X is of nonmeasurable cardinal if and only if every

perfect Borel measure on X is tight.

Proof. If the cardinal of X is measurable, then the 2-valued continuous measure

p defined on all subsets of X is perfect and every subset of X of nonmeasurable

cardinal has /¿-measure zero. Then the restriction of p to the Borel sets is perfect

but not tight, since compact sets have measure zero. The converse follows from

Theorem 3.2.

3.4. Corollary. Let (S, &, p) be a perfect measure space, X a metric space andf:

S —> X a p-measurable function such that \f(S)\ is nonmeasurable. Then there is a

o-compact subset Y of X such that p(f~x(Y)) = p(S).

Proof. By Proposition 1.1, v =/,(ii) is perfect and v*(f(S)) = v(X). It follows

from Theorem 3.2 that v is tight. So there is a a-compact subset Y of X such that

v(X) = v(Y), that is, p(S) = p(f-\Y)).
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3.5. Corollary. Let X be a metric space of nonmeasurable cardinal.

(i) A measure p on a o-algebra & containing the Borel sets of X is perfect if and

only if p(A) = sup{ p(K): K compact, K c A} for all A G &.

(ii) If p is a perfect Borel measure on X, then its completion p has no proper

extension to a perfect measure.

Proof, (i) Suppose that p is perfect and A G (£. By Proposition 1.1, p\A is a

perfect measure on Borel sets of A, hence a tight measure (Corollary 3.3).

Therefore, p(A) = sup{ p(K): K compact, K c A}.

Conversely, if p satisfies this relation for all A G &, then its restriction v to the

Borel sets is tight, hence perfect. It is evident that p is the restriction to & of the

completion of v, hence perfect (Proposition 1.1).

(ii) By Proposition 1.1, p is perfect. The conclusion follows from (i).

Remarks. Corollary 3.3 contains the result of Sazonov [24] that in a metric space

in which every family of disjoint nonempty open sets has cardinal at most c every

perfect Borel measure is tight.

Corollary 3.4 is easily proved equivalent to the case of Theorem 2.5 when X is

discrete. It generalizes a strong form (with a-compact replacing separable) of the

following theorem due to Solovay (see Prikry [21]):

3.6. Theorem. Let X be a metric space and f: [0, 1] —> X a Lebesgue-measurable

function. Then there is a separable subset Y of X such that f~x(Y) has Lebesgue

measure one.

Part (i) of Corollary 3.5 has been proved by Sazonov [24, Theorem 12] for

separable metric spaces, and part (ii) by Ryll-Nardzewski [23, p. 130] for the

Lebesgue measure.

4. Perfect Borel measures. The results of the preceding section will be extended

to some nonmetric spaces (Theorem 4.13). First, we examine the relation between

perfect and r-additive Borel measures on some more general topological spaces

(defined below). We prove (Theorem 4.3) that, if closed discrete subsets in these

spaces have nonmeasurable cardinal, then every perfect regular Borel measure is

r-additive. The proof is based on arguments used by Haydon in [4, Proposition 3.2]

and Gardner in [3, Theorem 3.9] and uses Theorem 2.5. The same method can be

used to show that Theorem 3.9 of Gardner [3] is true if we assume that closed

discrete subsets (not all discrete subsets) of the space have cardinal of measure

zero. Using the continuum hypothesis, Gardner's theorem with this statement

implies Theorem 4.3, but without any set theoretical assumption this is not possible

even if closed discrete subsets have cardinal at most c (cf. comments following

Theorem 2.8 about cardinals of measure zero).

4.1. Definitions, (i) A topological space X is weakly metacompact if for every

open cover % of X there is an open cover % ■> U ^°_ i % sucn that T refines %

and each Tn is point finite.

(ii) A topological space X is weakly B-refinable if for every open cover % of X

there is an open cover "V = U "_, % which refines % and which has the property
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that if x G X, then there is an n such that x belongs to at least one but at most

finite members of c\rn.

Clearly, every weakly metacompact space is weakly 0-refinable.

The Sorgenfrey line S is the real line with the topology which has for a base the

family of all half-open intervals [x, y), x < y. Finite and countable products of S

are weakly f9-refinable spaces and their closed sets are C7a's (see [12] where weakly

rZ-refinable spaces were introduced and the references given there). In the sequel we

shall use only the Sorgenfrey plane S2 as a counterexample.

4.2. Lemma. Let p be a Borel measure on a topological space X.

(i) If p is regular T-additive and C is the support of p, then p(C) = p(X).

(ii) If p is not T-additive, then there is a closed subset F of X such that pF is a

nonzero Borel measure with empty support (cf. [17, Theorem 2.1]).

Proof, (i) Let

f=(Fcl: F closed, p(F) = p(X)}.

Then C = D ^ is closed. Labelling & as (Fa)a£a we make & into a directed set by

saying that a > ß if and only if Fa c Fß. That this partial order makes & a

directed set is clear since if Fa, Fß G 's then Fa n Fß G Sr. Suppose that p(C) <

p(X) — o for some 8 > 0. By the regularity of p, there is an open subset G of X

such that C c G and p(G) < p(X) - Ô. Then

p(Fa \ G) = p(Fa) - p(Fa n G) > p(X) - (p(X) - Ô) = Ô > 0

for all a G <£. So Fa \ G\,0, every Fa \ G is closed and p(F \ Ga) > o, which

contradicts the r-additivity of p. Therefore, p(C) = p(X).

(ii) Since p is not r-additive there is a net (Ga)aGS of open subsets of X such that

Ga t X and p(Ga) -» a < p(X). Let (an) be an increasing sequence in & such that

p(GA -> a. We set F = X \ U ^=i ^V Then F is closed and p(F) = p(X) - a >

0, so v = pF is a nonzero Borel measure. For every a G &

"(Gj = u(Ga\ [J g\=0

and X = U a(Efi G"a, soc has empty support.

4.3. Theorem. Let X be a weakly 0-refinable Tx-space and p a perfect regular

Borel measure on X. We suppose that there is a subset R of X such that every closed

discrete subset of R has nonmeasurable cardinal and p*(R) = p(X). Then p is

T-additive.

Proof. We assume that ju, is not r-additive. By Lemma 4.2(h) there is a closed

F G X such v = pF is a nonzero Borel measure with empty support. Also v is

perfect (Proposition 1.1) and regular. For every x G X let Vx he an open set with

x G Vx and v(Vx) = 0. Since X is weakly ö-refinable there is an open cover

T = U ^°=, % of A' which refines (VX)X<EX and which has the property that if

x G X, then there is an n such that x belongs to at least one but at most finite

members of "in.
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For each m, n > 1 let Xf be the set of all points of X that belong to at least one

but at most m members of %. Then X = U "_, U "_, Xf. The sets Xf are Borel

sets. Indeed, we have Xf G U \. If x G U % \ Xf, then there are m + 1

different members V¡, i = 1, . . ., m + 1, of %, such that x G C] T-V K- Then

f)T-i] V, G U \\Xf. Therefore Xf is closed in \J\, hence Borel in X. Let

Xn= U £_, *„m. We fix an « such that v(Xn) > 0. Since Xf\Xn, there is an m > 1

such that v(Xf \Xf~x) > 0 (we set A'" = 0). By the regularity of v, there is a

closed set y such that Y g Xf \ Xf~x and v(Y) > 0.

Every point of Y belongs to exactly m different members of %. Let G be the

open cover of Y of all Y n <1 T~\ v¡> where V¡ G \, i = I, ... ,m, are distinct.

Then G is a partition of Y. Let G be the family of all G G 6 with G n R ¥= 0.

For each G G G, choose xG G G n R and let 5 = {xc: G G G). We have that S

is closed (using the Tx-property) and discrete, so |ß| = |S| is nonmeasurable. The

union of every subfamily of G is open in Y, hence Borel in X. Let W = U G. The

measure v\w, defined on the Borel sets of W, is perfect (Proposition 1.1), v\w(W)

= v(U G) = v(U G) = v(Y) > 0 (since v*(R) = v(X)), and v\Vi{G) = 0 for all

G G G, contrary to Theorem 2.5. Therefore p is r-additive.

4.4. Corollary. Let X be a weakly 8-refinable Tx-space. Then, every perfect

regular Borel measure on X is T-additive if and only if every closed discrete subset of

X has nonmeasurable cardinal.

Proof. Suppose that there is a closed discrete F G X with measurable cardinal

and let p be a 2-valued continuous measure on all subsets of F. Then its image p to

A1 is a perfect regular Borel measure with empty support; hence it is not r-additive

(Lemma 4.2(i)).

The converse follows from Theorem 4.3.

If we restrict the cardinality of every discrete subset of R, Theorem 4.3 is true

when ju, is not necessarily regular. In this case we do not need the T,-property.

4.5. Theorem. Let X be a weakly 9-refinable space and p a perfect Borel measure

on X. We suppose that there is a subset R of X such that discrete subsets of R have

nonmeasurable cardinal and p*(R) = p(X). Then p is T-additive.

The proof is the same except that Y is replaced by Xf \ Xf~x.

4.6. Corollary. Let X be a regular hereditary weakly 9-refinable space such that

every discrete subset of X has nonmeasurable cardinal. Then every perfect Borel

measure on X is regular.

Proof. Let p he a perfect Borel measure on X. If {Ga}ae& is a net of open

subsets of X such that Ga1G, then by Theorem 4.5, p(Ga) —> p(G) since G is weakly

0-refinable. By the regularity of X, it is easy to see that ju is regular (cf. [3, Theorem

5.4]).

For weakly metacompact spaces Theorem 4.3 takes the following form.
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4.7. Theorem. Let X be a weakly metacompact Tx-space and p a perfect regular

Borel measure on X. Then the following are equivalent;

(i) jtt is T-additive;

(ii) there is a closed Lindelöf subset Y of X such that p(Y) = p(X);

(iii) there is a subset R of X such that every closed discrete subset of R has

nonmeasurable cardinal and p*(R) = p(X).

Proof. In analogy to a result of Moran [19, Theorem 5.1] on Baire measures, we

can prove that the support of a r-additive Borel measure on a weakly metacompact

space is Lindelöf. Therefore the equivalence (i)<=*(ii) (for any regular ju) follows

from Lemma 4.2(i).

(ii) => (iii) is trivial and (iii) => (i) follows from Theorem 4.3.

4.8. Example. The Sorgenfrey plane S2 is weakly 0-refinable and closed sets in

S2 are G"s's. Therefore every Borel measure is regular and, by Theorem 4.3, every

perfect Borel measure is r-additive.

Let /■„,«= 1, 2, ... , be an enumeration of all rational numbers and define <pn:

R —* S2 by <pn(x) = (x, x + rn) for n = 1,2,.... Then <pn is a Borel isomorphism

of R to a closed subset of S2. Let v be a continuous probability measure on R and

OO J

n=\   Z

Then ju is a perfect (regular) Borel measure on S2, hence T-additive; its support is

S2 which is not Lindelöf. Therefore Theorem 4.7 is not valid for weakly 0-refinable

spaces.

4.9. Corollary. Let (S, &, p) be a perfect measure space, X a regular hereditary

weakly metacompact space with nonmeasurable cardinal and f a p-measurable func-

tion from S onto X. Then there is a closed Lindelöf subset Y of X such that

p(S)= p(f~x(Y)).

Proof. The measure v = ft(p) is perfect, hence, by Corollary 4.6, regular. From

Theorem 4.7 it follows that there is a closed Lindelöf Y c X such that v(Y) =

K*), that is, juCr'i F)) = /*(*)•
4.10. Definition. A topological space X is developable if it has a sequence of

open covers %.„, « = 1,2,..., such that U{KG\:xe V), n = 1, 2, . . . , is

a neighbourhood base of each point x G X.

Every metric space is developable (take %n to be all open sets of diameter less

than l/n).

Remarks, (i) If a space X is developable, then every closed subset of A' is a Gs,

hence every Borel measure on X is regular.

(ii) Every subspace of a developable space is developable.

(iii) Every developable and Lindelöf space is second countable.

Taking account of these remarks, Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.9 take the

following form.
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4.11. Theorem. Let X be a weakly metacompact and developable Tx-space and p a

perfect Borel measure on X. Then the following are equivalent :

(i) There is a closed second countable subset Y of X such that p( Y) = p(X);

(ii) there is a subset R of X such that every closed discrete subset of R has

nonmeasurable cardinal and p*(R) = ju(A').

4.12. Corollary. Let (S, &, p) be a perfect measure space, X a weakly metacom-

pact and developable space and f: S —» X a p- measurable function such that |/(.S)| is

nonmeasurable. Then there is a closed second countable subset Y of X such that

p(S) = p(f    (Y)).

In [21] Prikry proves Corollary 4.12 when p is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]

extending Theorem 3.6 of Solovay.

If X in Theorem 4.11 is also regular, then Y is metrizable and by Proposition 3.1,

p is tight. Consequently we have the following theorem promised at the beginning

of this section.

4.13. Theorem. Theorem 3.2 and its Corollaries 3.3-3.5 remain valid when X is

regular, weakly metacompact and developable space.

The following corollary which is known for metric spaces (cf. [1, Theorem 6.2])

follows immediately from the above.

4.14. Corollary. Let X be a regular, weakly metacompact and developable space.

Then the following are equivalent.

(i) \X\ is nonmeasurable;

(ii) every closed discrete subset of X has nonmeasurable cardinal.

Proof. By Theorems 4.11 and 4.13 any of these statements is true if and only if

every perfect Borel measure on X is tight.

5. Perfect Baire measures. In this section all topological spaces will be assumed

to be completely regular. A space X is said to be measure-compact (resp. strongly

measure-compact) if Ma(X) = Mr(X) (resp. Ma(X) = M,(X)). These spaces have

been studied mostly by Moran ([17], [18] and [19]). It is well known that every

separable complete metric space is strongly measure-compact and that every

Lindelöf space is measure-compact (cf. [5, p. 40] and [28, p. 175]). Here we examine

spaces for which Mp c Mr and Mp = M, which have analogous properties.

The realcompactification of a space X is denoted by vX; of course X is

realcompact if X = vX (see [1]). In the proposition that follows it is shown that in

order that M (X) G MT(X) a necessary condition is that X be realcompact, but this

condition is not always sufficient (Example 5.2). For paracompact spaces real-

compactness is also a sufficient condition (Corollary 5.11), while for metric spaces

it yields Mp = M, (Corollary 5.12).

5.1. Proposition. If Mp(X) c MT(X), then X is realcompact.

Proof. The 2-valued measures on X which are a-additive and r-additive are

precisely the points of vX and X respectively. On the other hand, every 2-valued
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measure is perfect. Therefore,  if Mp(X) c MT(X) then vX = X, so A' is real-

compact.

5.2. Example. The Sorgenfrey plane S2 is a realcompact space because S is

completely regular and Lindelöf, hence realcompact (cf. [1, Corollary 2.4]). In [17]

Moran shows that S2 is not measure-compact. Using an argument of Moran [17, p.

637] we can show that every Baire set of 52 is a Baire set in R2. Since the topology

of S2 is finer than the usual topology of R2, we have ÍB(52) = "ÍB(R2). Therefore,

Ma(S2) = Ma(R2) and Mp(S2) = Mp(R2). But M„(R2) = Mp(K2), therefore M„(S2)

= Mp(S2). Since 52 is not measure-compact, we have Mp(S2) (J: Mr(S2). Thus, the

converse of Proposition 5.1 is not true.

A concrete perfect measure on S2 which is not T-additive can be described as

follows. The function/: [0, 1] —» S2 with/(x) = (x, -x) is Baire measurable (since

<S (S2) = % (R2)). Let X be the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and v = ft(X). Then v is

a perfect measure on S2 which is supported by the discrete zero set {(x,y):

x + y = 0} of S2. Therefore the support of v is empty, so v is not r-additive.

Another example of a realcompact space for which M <£ MT is given in the

comments following 5.6. The class of spaces for which Mp c A/T (Mp = A/,) have

analogous permanence properties with the class of measure-compact (strongly

measure-compact) spaces which appear in [18] and [9]:

5.3. Theorem, (i) If Mp(X) c MT(X) (or Mp(X) = M,(X)), then every Baire set

and every closed set of X has the same property.

(ii) The countable product of spaces for which Mp = M, has the same property.

(iii) The product of two spaces for which M   c AZT need not have the same property.

(iv) If Mp(X) G MT(X) and Mp(Y) = M,(Y), then Mp(X X Y) G MT(X X Y).

An example for (iii) is the space S2. In fact, Ma(S) = MT(S) since S is Lindelöf.

Therefore Mp(S) G MT(S), but Mp(S2) <t MT(S2) (Example 5.2).

We now come to infinite products and use the following known result (cf. Ross

and Stone [22]).

5.4. Theorem. Let {A',},e/ be a family of separable spaces and X = Utf£I Xt. Then

every continuous function f: X —> R is determined by countably many coordinates, i.e.

there is a countable J G I such that x = (x,),e/ G X, y = (>>,),<=/ G X and x, = y¡

foriGj^f(x)=f(y).

5.5. Theorem. Let {A",},^, be a family of nonempty separable spaces and X =

n,e/ X,. Then M0(X) = Mp(X) if and only if Ma(\lieJ Xj) = Mp(EieJ Xj) for every

countable J G I.

Proof. First we prove that Theorem 5.4 holds for a Baire measurable function/:

X -> R. The family of subsets of X with characteristic function determined by

countably many coordinates is a a-algebra of subsets of X. By Theorem 5.4 this

a-algebra contains all zero sets of X. Therefore the characteristic function of every

Baire set, hence every simple Baire measurable function, is determined by counta-

bly many coordinates. The conclusion follows from the fact that every Baire

measurable function is the pointwise limit of a sequence of simple functions.
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Now assume that Ma(üiEJ Xj) = Mp(U.ieJ Xj) for every countable J G I. Let

p G Mf~(X) and/: X -h> R be a Baire measurable function. By the above there is a

countable J g I and a Baire measurable function g: l\ieJ X¡—*R such that

f = g ° Tlj, where ny: X -^ II,ey X¡ is the canonical function. By our assumption

(Uj)t(p) G AZp(Il,ey Xj). So there is B G <S (R) such that Zi c g(II,ey *¿) = /(AT)

and (TljUMg-KB)) = OWnXIW Xj), i.e. p(f~x(B)) = p(X). Therefore p is
perfect and we have shown that Ma(X) = Mp(X).

Conversely, assume that Ma(X) = Mp(X) and let ju G Ma(UieJ Xj) for some

J G I countable. There is a homeomorphism h of II,e/ X¡ onto a subspace of A'

such that ny ° h is the identity function of n/ey X¡. We identify LT/ey X¡ with this

subspace. If B is a Baire set of UleJ X¡, then Zi = (IT,ey Xj) n n/'(Zi), where

Tlj l(B) is a Baire set of X. Therefore we have

Let ¿t be the image of ju to X. By our assumption p G Mp(X). It follows from (*)

and Proposition 1.1 that p = jü|n    x G Mp(YliGJ Xj).

Theorem 5.5 can be generalized since the only property of the product space X

which is actually used is that every real-valued continuous function on X is

determined by countably many coordinates, which is valid under weaker hy-

potheses (see [20]). We restrict ourselves to products of R and N (with the discrete

topology) and have immediately the following.

5.6. Corollary. AZ„(Ra) = Mp(Ra) and AZa(Na) = Mp(Na) for every cardinal

number a.

Kemperman and Maharam [8] prove that Nc is not measure-compact. Since Nc is

homeomorphic to a closed subset of Rc, the same is true for Rc. A different proof

for Rc is given by Moran [17]. It follows from Corollary 5.6 that Mp(W) cj: A/T(RC)

and Mp(Nc) cj: AZT(RC), although Rc and Nc are realcompact spaces.

The following theorem appears in [3, Theorem 8.8] under the hypothesis that X is

measure-compact. Its proof, using results for AZ^ instead of Ma (i.e. Proposition 5.1,

Theorem 5.3(i) and Mp(W) cj: AZT(NC)) is like this result.

5.7. Theorem. Let [X¡)ieJ be a family of nonempty topological spaces and

X = n,e/ Xv If Mp(X) G MT(X), then \{i G I: X, is not compact}] < c.

The analogues of Theorems 4.3 and 4.7 are not correct for Baire measures.

Indeed, Moran in [19, Example 7.1] gives an example of a metacompact space X

which is not realcompact and \X\ = Hx. Therefore every Borel measure on X is

T-additive (cf. Theorem 4.5), but Mp(X) cj: AZ^A") (Proposition 5.1). Also, S2 is an

example of a weakly #-refinable realcompact space for which every perfect Borel

measure is r-additive and Mp(S2) cj: AZT(S'2) (5.2 and 4.8). However, for paracom-

pact spaces the situation is different. We will need the following two results. The

first is the analogue of Lemma 4.2(h) on Borel measures and the second is due to

Marik [14]. We recall that a space X is countably paracompact if every countable

open cover of X has a locally finite refinement. It is also known that a space X is
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paracompact if and only if every open cover of X has a a-discrete refinement and

that every paracompact space is normal.

5.8. Lemma. If p G Mf~(X) \ MT+(X), then there is a zero set Z c X such that pz

is a nonzero measure with empty support.

5.9. Proposition. Let X be a normal countably paracompact space. Then every

p G M0+(X) has a unique regular Borel extension p specified by

p(G) = sup{ p(Z): Z zero set, Z c G )

for all open G G X.

5.10. Theorem. Let X be a paracompact space and p G Mp(X). Then, p G Mr(X)

if and only if there is a closed R G X such that every closed discrete subset of R has

nonmeasurable cardinal and \ p\*(R) = \ p\(X).

Proof. The condition of the theorem in order that p be r-additive is necessary,

since it is well known that the support C of a r-additive measure ju. on a

paracompact space X is Lindelöf and |ju|*(C) = | /xj(A') (cf. [28, Part I, Theorem

27]).

In order to prove that the condition is sufficient we may assume, without loss of

generality, that p is positive. Suppose (for the purpose of contradiction) that ju, is

not T-additive and there is a closed R G X such that every closed discrete subset of

R has nonmeasurable cardinal and p*(R) = p(X). By Lemma 5.8, there is a zero

set Z such that v = pz =£ 0 has empty support. For each x G X let Vx be a cozero

set such that x G Vx and v(Vx) = 0. Since X is paracompact we can find a

a-discrete refinement G of the open cover (Vx)xfEX of X. Let G = U "., 6„, where

each Qn is discrete.

By Proposition 5.9, v has a regular Borel extension v such that v(G) = v^(G) for

every open set GdWe have v(R) = v*(R) = v(X) = v(X) > 0.

We fix an n such that v(\jGn) > 0 and let G„ = {G G Gn: G n R ¥= 0). For

every G G Gn we choose a point xG G G n R and let S = {xG: G G Qn). Then S

is closed and discrete (since Gn is a discrete family of open sets). Therefore,

151 = \Gn\ is nonmeasurable and v(U Gn) = i>(\J G„) > 0. Let Zi be a zero set such

that B g U G„ and v(B) > 0. Since X is normal, we have %(B) = B n <$>(X), so

i'l Ä is defined on %(B) and it is a perfect (Proposition 1.1) nonzero measure on B.

The family % = {B n G: G G G A is a partition of B of open sets with »»-measure

zero. Moreover, the union of every subfamily of ?B is open-closed in B, so a Baire

set in B, which contradicts Theorem 2.5.

The equivalence (ii) <=> (iii) in the following corollary is the Katetov's theorem [7]

on paracompact spaces. The 2-valued measures which lie in Mp(X) and AZT(A") are

precisely the points of vX and X respectively. Thus, the equivalence to (i) can be

considered as an extension of Katetov's theorem.

5.11. Corollary. For every paracompact space X the following are equivalent:

(i) Mp(X) G MT(X);

(ii) X is realcompact;

(iii) every closed discrete subset of X has nonmeasurable cardinal.
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Proof. (i)=»(ii) is Proposition 5.1. It is well known that a closed subset of a

realcompact space is realcompact and that a discrete space has nonmeasurable

cardinal if (and only if) it is realcompact. Therefore (ii) => (iii). These implications

are valid for every space X, while (iii) => (i) follows from Theorem 5.10.

The above corollary should be compared with [28, Part I, Theorem 28] and [9,

Theorem 4.5] in combination with the comments at the beginning of §4 about

Theorem 4.3.

If A is a realcompact metric space then \X\ is nonmeasurable (cf. [1, Theorem

6.2] or Corollary 4.14). Also ®>(X) = %0(X). Thus, the following corollary is

essentially a restatement of Corollary 3.3. It follows immediately from Corollary

5.11 and Proposition 3.1.

5.12. Corollary. A metric space X is realcompact if and only if Mp(X) = M,(X).

This corollary can be extended to some nonmetric spaces. Suppose that the space

X has the following property: there is a Baire measurable function/ from X onto a

realcompact metric space Y such that f~x(K) is compact for every compact

K c Y. Then Mp(X) = M,(X). Indeed, let p G Mp+(X) and e > 0. Then ft(p) G

Mp( Y) = M,( Y) (Corollary 5.12), so there is a compact K c Y such that

ft(p)(Y\K)<e,

that is, p(X \f~](K)) < e where f~x(K) is a compact Baire set of X. Therefore

p G Mt(X). From this remark it follows that

(a) Corollary 5.12 remains valid when A' is a paracompact AZ-space, that is, when

there is a perfect function from X onto a metric space Y;

(h) if X is a continuous image of a separable metric space, then Mp(X) = M,(X).

To see (a) it is enough to observe that, by Katetov's theorem, the metric space Y

is realcompact whenever X is realcompact. For (b), we have that there is a Baire

measurable 1-1 function g from X onto a separable metric space Y such that g~x is

continuous. Indeed, we have that X is hereditary Lindelöf, so every open set is a

cozero set. Therefore %(X) = %0(X). Also, from [15, Proposition 10.2] it follows

that there is a countable family G of subsets of X such that every open subset of X

is a union of some members of G. By the regularity of X we may suppose that the

members of ¡2 are closed sets. Using G we may define a Baire measurable function

g: X —> {0, 1 }N as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Then g from X onto the separable

metric space Y = g(X) is Baire measurable, 1-1 and open; hence g~x is continu-

ous.

Note added in proof. Since submitting this paper the author has learned that

some of the results of §3 and related results have been obtained by D. Fremlin,

Measurable functions and almost continuous functions, preprint, A. Goldman and M.

Talagrand, Propriétés de Radon-Nikodym pour les cônes positifs de mesures, Math.

Scand. 44 (1979), 345-356, and J. Pachl, Two classes of measures, Colloq. Math. 42

(1979), 331-340.
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